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Ergonomic Safety Ladder Operations Manual

“Ladders designed by mechanics, for mechanics.”
These ergonomic safety ladders have been specifically designed to serve the
needs of mechanics and flight line service personnel on the tarmac and at MRO
facilities. LockNClimb ladders are patented, built in the U. S. A. and have been
engineer-tested to exceed all applicable OSHA and ANSI standards.

www.locknclimb.com

INSPECTING A NEW LADDER
When new LockNClimb ladders arrive for use in aircraft maintenance, it is important that they be inspected as damage may occur during shipping. Ladders will
come wrapped in protective plastic on palettes. Unwrap the ladders, stand them up
and do a thorough checking. Note that the LockNClimb ladders you will be using feature patented support frames constructed of industrial strength 6061-grade aluminum.
They meet or exceed ANSI 14.2 and 14.5 standards and are classified by OSHA
as 300-pound-rated 1-A special duty ladders.

KEY FEATURES:
Top rail safety caps
Rubber top bumper protects
ladder from accidental dropping.
Black rubber padding on rails and
treads protects aircraft finishes.
Safety rails afford extra fall
protection.
Stickers provide saftey information.
LockNStand extra wide treads
allow comfort while standing.
Aluminum single section ladder
6061 Aluminum Support Frame.
Folding support brackets allow for easy
transport and storage.
Replaceable Brass or Rubber Feet.
Rubber wheels allow easy rolling.

Starting at the top, make sure the top rail safety caps are in place and not damaged, that all rungs are tight and secure and all rivets are fully seated. Make sure the
safety and information stickers are intact and readable. The ladder rails must not be
dented, bent, broken or frayed. Check the LockNClimb metal support frames for any
bends, damage or missing hardware. On folding ladders, make certain all moving parts
on the ladder operate without binding or have too much free motion, including the
wheels attached to the base.
Check the side bumpers for wear and attachment integrity. The ladder and support base must have undamaged slip resistant rubber feet or brass feet at the bottom
of the ladder rails support frame. And, ladders should be free of any grease, oil or slippery materials that could result in a fall.
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This ladder has a missing end cap and should not be used.

Damaged loose rubber padding indicates excessive wear.

DETECTING A DAMAGED LADDER
Before using a ladder in inventory, it is important that you perform a pre-use
inspection as shown here. Pull the ladder out into a clear area where you can examine
each component clearly. Start at the top and look for damaged end caps, an immediate
sign this ladder should not be used. Continue your inspection, checking each rail for
bends or dings, noting adherence of the protective rubber padding. Working down the
ladder check the rivets, making sure they are fully seated. Examine the metal support
frame for bends or warps. Test the folding connector bracket for ease of movement.

This ladder has a missing rubber foot and is dangerous.

Tag damaged ladders and take them out of service.

Continue down to inspect the integrity and tightness of the cross support rods
and the folding connector brackets which should be straight and pivot easily upward.
Check the rubber feet, making sure the rubber is intact and they swivel without binding. Brass feet should be sure and of sufficient thickness. Make sure the rubber wheels
are not excessively worn and that they roll freely within their brackets.

When you detect damage to a ladder which includes loose or missing parts, DO NOT
USE THAT LADDER OR ATTEMPT TO MAKE REPAIRS YOURSELF. Instead, you must mark the
ladder with a tag, take it out of service, and notify your immediate supervisor.
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ROLLING AND SETTING THE LADDER

Once you have inspected your ladder and determined that it is in safe working
order, mentally visualize the path you will take from the staging area to the aircraft.
Grasp the ladder rails and tilt the ladder toward you so it balances on the rubber
wheels at the bottom. Carefully roll the ladder forward along your predetermined path,
paying attention to objects and aircraft around you. “Walk” the ladder upright using
your hands on the ladder treads so it rests on all four legs.

Slide the ladder into place, such as upunder the cowling, and position it where
you can access the working are to be serviced. Check the ladder again, making sure
the folding connector brackets are fully deployed downward. Next make a thorough
check of the area around the base of the ladder, looking for any oil, grease or other
substance which might cause the ladder to slip. Also check the bottom of your shoes
for grease or oil. If you ever notice slippery substance, be sure to mark them so others
will notice the hazard, and report the area to your immediate supervisor. Finally, double check the safety sticker on the side of the ladder which indicates the ladder’s rating and weight limits. In this example, the ladder is rated 1-A Special Duty for 300-lbs.
If you weigh more than 300-lbs. including any tools or equipment you may be carrying, do not use that ladder and find another method for accessing your work area.
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ASCENDING AND DESCENDING THE LADDER
Once the area is determined clean and safe and the ladder is set properly, you
must observe safe climbing procedure. You gather the tools or other materials you
need to perform your work, grip the ladder rails with two hands and place one foot on
the bottom rung. You ascend the ladder by alternating your hands and feet such that
you maintain secure 3-POINT CONTACT at all times. As you reach your desired working
area, be sure you do not stand above the “Do Not Stand” stickers usually placed on the
third rung below the top. Make sure you keep both feet on the ladder while working.
Do not try to slide or jimmy the ladder while on it, rather climb down, reposition the
ladder and ascend again. Be sure to limit your range of motion within the rails of the
ladder and do not over reach. Should you ever have to leave your working site for any
reason, do not leave your ladder in the upright vertical position. Slide the ladder out
from the cowling and lay it down on the floor.

Work within the ladder rails
to prevent accidents.

Always lay ladder down on the surface
when not using

When you have completed your work,
you descend the ladder making sure to employ 3-POINT CONTACT with your hands and
feet. After putting your tools away, slide the
ladder out from under the cowling while still
in the upright position. Perform a quick yet
thorough check of the ladder to make sure
no damage has occurred during use. Once
you are convinced the structural integrity of
the ladder has not been compromised, lift
the folding connector brackets such that the
support frame closes inward, then slowly
“walk” the ladder down toward you as you
step away. Be careful not to drop the ladder
as it may cause unnecessary damage. You
then can easily roll the ladder and return it
to its normal storage position within your
facility.
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3-POINT CONTACT is maintained by
always having two hands and one
foot, or two feet and one hand, on
the ladder when climbing.

TOWING THE LADDER

LockNClimb ladders are capable of being towed behind service vehicles to work
areas using the special LockNTow bracket. To use, roll the LockNClimb ladder so the
top is a few feet away from the tow fitting at the back of the vehicle. Slide the LockNTow bracket under the ladder so the flange protrudes up and rests on the top of the
third ladder rung as shown below. Close the locking bracket as shown so the swivel
flange secures the bracket on the back of the top ladder rung. Then, you simply lift the
tow end of the bracket and roll the ladder to the tow fitting at the back of the vehicle,
making sure it nests and closes securely. Your ladder can now be towed quickly to a
remote service site without having to drag or carry it manually. When disconnecting
the ladder after towing, be sure to remove the bracket gently. Avoid dropping or banging the ladder as it may cause damage. And, should a ladder get damaged during towing, remove it from service and report it to your immediate supervisor.

LockNClimb products are proudly
Made in the U.S.A.

For More Information Contact:
Jeffrey A. Green
President / CEO
LockNClimb, LLC
2500 West Laurel Street
Independence, KS 67301
jeffg@locknclimb.com
(620) 332-4198

www.locknclimb.com
LockNTow brackets attach and detatch easily.
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